
Introduction to Nagpur Division  

Nagpur, the winter capital of Maharashtra with a population of around 37 

lakhs is one of the top 10 cities of the country. Nagpur is called the Orange 

City being trade centre of oranges that are cultivated in Nagpur and 

Amravati Districts of Vidarbha region. 

Economy - MIHAN at Nagpur is the biggest economic development project 

currently underway in India in terms of investment. This project is spread 

over an area of 4354 hectares. 

Important Milestones-  

1. Commissioning of first ever PFT at MLSW near Wardha.  

2. Commissioning of homeland platform at Nagpur station 

3. Provision of escalator facility at Nagpur station. 

4. Post PRS at 4 locations i.e Betul, Sarni, Barbatpur and Bhainsdehi.  

5. At 15 ‘E’ Category stations, STBSs have been appointed. 

6. Two  YTSK was finalised and awarded at Nagpur. 

7. Commissioning of Khirsadoh Goods shed. 

8. On an average 150 passenger carrying trains run through Nagpur 

division stations including originating trains. 

9. Installation of CCTV Surveillance System at NGP/PRS, Morshi and 

Khapri, station to curb touting activities and to ensure functioning of 

counters at the time of train arrival. 

10. Commissioning and full-fledged functioning of PMS at Nagpur.  

11. Due to continuous monitoring and liaison with staff, terminal detention 

could be reduced from 19.31 hrs to 15.33 hrs. 

12. Commissioned three new private power houses.  

13. At BPQ and NGP stations, state of the art base kitchens were erected 

which created an atmosphere of world class ambience and corporate 

outlook. 

14. 45 stations have been identified for placing STBSs at E class stations. 

15. ATVMs have been installed at NGP, BPQ, CD, WR, BZU, DMN, SEGM, 

Ajni. 

16. Cash cum Coin Operated ATVMs have been installed at 

NGP,BPQ,BZU,CD,WR stations  
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Stations, Goods sheds and Sidings- There are 92 stations falling on the 

division where various coaching activities are dealt. There are also 22 goods 

sheds, 31 sidings and 2 PFTs also exist at which various freight related 

activities are dealt. MLSW at Chitoda is the first ever PFT on Indian Railways. 

Freight Traffic – Major share of Originating Freight traffic comes from coal 

sidings located at GGS, BPQ, CD, Wani, Majri Khadan, Umrer, Palachauri, 

Hirdagarh, Parasia, Junnardeo and Iklehra.  WCL is the major source of 

freight earning. Cement, clinker, Iron and Steel and DOC are other 

commodities which play vital role in freight earning.   

Passenger Traffic- Approximately, 100000 lakh passengers originate from 

Nagpur division stations. On an average 150 passenger carrying trains run 

from and through the stations of the division.   

Parcel Traffic- To improve parcel working and to reduce bottlenecks PMS 

was commissioned at Nagpur Parcel office, the major parcel office of the 

division. To reduce unnecessary deployment of manpower for dealing 

piecemeal parcel traffic, efforts are on to lease out the compartments of all 

the SLRs of originating trains. 

Ticket Checking- Various ticket checking drives are planned and intensified 

to improve the declining trend of passenger traffic/ticket sale across the 

counter.  

Cleanliness and sanitation – Under mechanized cleaning contracts, 

cleaning is carried out with the help of state of the art cleaning equipments 

such as High Pressure Jet Machines, Mechanical Walk Behind Sweepers, Wet 

and Dry Vacuum Cleaners, Automatic Scrubber cum Driers and Jet Guns, 

adequate quantity of cleaning agents and chemicals stations cleanliness is 

being maintained. At A-1, A and B class stations are under mechanized 

cleaning contracts and at three important D class stations  also these 

contracts are in operation.  
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